
Reavers on the Seas of Fate - Session Summary 06/17/2012 

Today's Episode:  The Sun Temple Colony 

   

The pirate vessel Teeth of Araska sails the Azlant Islands in search the Black Bunyip, her 

captain (Morgan Baumann), and the Andoran Sun Temple Colony.  At the end of the last game they 

arrived at a locale which may contain said colony.  The heroes are: 

 Captain Sindawe H'kilata Narr, the fist-punchin' Mwangi monk (Chris). 
 First Mate Ref “Serpent” Jorensen, the staff-bashin' Ulfen druid/ranger and his snake 

Saluthra (Paul). 
 Gunnery Mate Wogan, the pistol-packin' celibate cleric of Gozreh (Patrick). 
 Hatshepsut, monk and high priestess of a lost civilization who doesn’t savvy much Common 

and her cobra Naja. 
 Samaritha, the wand-blastin’ serpentfolk wizard in the guise of a pretty half-elf, and now 

Serpent’s wife! 
 Bosun Tommy Blacktoes, the staff-slingin' sneaky halfling rogue (was Kevin, now an NPC). 
 Lavender Lil, a buxom tiefling ex-prostitute, and Tommy's girlfriend. 
 With them are the pirates of the Teeth of Araska, some 20+ souls consisting of: 

 Survivors from the ship's previous pirate crew  
 Ex-slaves escaped from their Chelish owner (Martino Marcellano) and recruited 

from their castaway island home 
 Various other recruits, some willing, some not. 
 Daphne, a female sorcerer kidnapped from the coastal town Hollobrae and 

dominated by Samaritha into compliance and friendly spell casting. 
 

Island Fly-over 

 The inner sea is bordered by high rock walls, enclosing roughly three miles at its longest 

point.  Sitting in this basin is water, three islands a la the Cliffs of Dover in a line running SW to 

NE, clumps of rock forming navigation level hazards, and the southernmost island has a large beach 

on its south face.  Off the western coast of this island are tall stacks that on their tops have what 



are probably buildings with shiny, metallic looking roofs.  And a giant lens floats in the sky above 

the third island, focusing the rays of the sun down into a scorching beam that is burning vegetation 

and old shipwrecks. “Damn Azlantis,” they remark, being familiar with their arcane shenanigans 

from the island of Nal-kashel. 

 The pirates decide some recon is required; Daphne, the ship's Dominate enslaved 

sorceress, casts Fly on Serpent.  He flies up toward the metal roofed buildings; on the approach he 

hears a bullet whiz by but is unable to tell where it came from.  The buildings are constructed from 

rock, with drift wood, vine, and shipwrecks linking the sections together.  These structures sit on a 

separate section of the island; the two sections are joined by vine bridges.  

 Serpent crowns the first island flying directly at the village of metallic roofs.  Initially, he 

doesn't spot anyone until a second bullet whizzes by.  Several figures in the village, one possibly 

armed with a rifle, run under cover.  And the giant lens is now floating above the second island and 

drifting slowly toward the island closest to the ship.   

 Serpent flies northeast and over the second island.   The island is dotted with Azlanti 

ruins and everything is covered with trees and brush.  From this altitude Serpent can see the pre-fall 

Azlanti civil engineering wherein Azlanti cities were built in large circles.   The eastern half of the 

island is cleared, largely, of trees and is dotted with more recent constructed buildings. White robed 

figures move about those buildings; several wave an invitation to Serpent.  He waves back but flies 

onward, curving back to the ship. 

 Meanwhile, the pirates aboard the Teeth of Araska realize that the giant floating lens might 

be coming for them.  The crew scrambles to raise the sails.  Serpent lands and relates what he has 

seen.  The floating lens moves out of its orbit, coming directly at the pirate ship.  Pirates start to 

panic.  The wind is out of the west.   



 A lone figure, probably an old man, appears in a cliff face cave entrance on the nearby 

shiny-topped stacks.  He begins waving and shouting at the ship, "Over here!"  He gestures at a spot 

in the lee of the stack. Serpent guesses, "If the lens is using the sun, then that position over there 

would be protected... we would be in the shade of the cliff.  Of course, this also puts the ship in the 

perfect position for the villagers to drop stones and fire on us."   The pirate officers decide with 

their guts that outrunning the lens will fail, whereas replacing one threat with another may not get 

them destroyed.   

 Samaritha casts Alter Winds to help propel the ship east-northeast into the cliff's 

protection.  Wogan takes soundings.  Sindawe pilots the ship.  The starboard aft section scrapes 

against underwater rocks.  At this, a random pirate screams, "THE GIANT SHARK IS UPON 

US!", which gives pause to Pirro, who was about to dive overboard.   The Azlanti death ray 

continues toward the ship, boiling water in its path.  The ray crosses the Teeth of Araska's mid-

section causing 43pts of fire damage to the starboard quarter aft of the mainmast.  Serpent shouts 

orders and joins crewmen to drop the ship's sail onto the aft section in order to limit the fire damage 

to the hull itself.  Wogan pops the cap on his Ever Smoking Bottle to lessen the death ray's potency 

just before he has to leap out of its way.   

 The death ray crosses the dropped sail dealing 45pts of fiery damage; the deck beneath is 

somewhat spared.  Sindawe shouts orders at gawking pirates, "Put out those fires!"  Some comply; 

more fire is extinguished by Wogan and Serpent casting Create Water type spells.   

 Sindawe decides to run the ship full speed ahead, preferring possible demise by rocks to 

certain demise by fire!  An aft section on the port side hits rocks as the ship barrels forward.  The 

death ray having crossed the ship makes a tight turn, unlike anything demonstrated earlier, and 

heads back toward the ship.   



 Serpent uses Alter Wind to slow the ship's forward speed.  Wogan drops an Anchor 

Feather Token.   Those actions plus good Profession: Sailor checks allows the Teeth of Araska a very 

gentle stop in the shadow between two protrusions of cliff.  The giant lens pauses, as if waiting for 

the ship to come back out, then returns to its earlier flight path. 

 Several minutes later the fires are extinguished.  The Teeth of Araska has a hole burned 

thru the deck into the galley on the orlop deck.  The aft and main sails are burned into ruin. And 

both aft hull sections are slightly damaged.   

 

The Pirates Meet the Locals 

 The old man calls down, "Who are you?  Why are you here?" 

 Sindawe yells back, "Captain Sindawe of the Teeth of Araska.  We are after the pirate ship 

Black Bunyip and her villainous captain, Morgan Baumann."  

 The old man consults with someone out of sight, then yells back, "Climb up!  But only a 

few of you!"  A net is lowered from that cave/window. 

 Sindawe, Serpent, and Wogan head to the net.  Hatshepsut joins them.  They see a 

sniper watching the climbers from an opposing cliff face.  They shrug and ascend, clambering in 

through the opening into a bunker carved out of the rock. 

 The old man is distinguished and wearing religious robes denoting him as a priest of 

Abadar (the god of cities, etc.).  A squad of soldiers stands ready with spears, tridents, nets, and 

shields.  The shields are made of orichalcum, a valuable Azlanti metal.  The spears and tridents are 

of odd design and have cloth-wrapped cables running to packs on their belts.   



 The old man leader asks again what the pirates are about.  Sindawe repeats his earlier 

claims.  Wogan asks, "What is that giant lens?"  Sindawe stage whispers, "It’s an Azlanti death ray" 

causing Wogan to shoot him an angry glance. 

 The old man answers back, "It is an ancient device.  We don't like it.  Its constant flights 

have forced us to armor our roofs."  Wogan then asks about the settlement on the next island over.  

"They're an evil lot worshiping the god of the Sun Temple, Nuruu'gal.  They control most of Nal-

Vashkin (the name of this broken Azlanti city)."   None of the pirates recognize these names. The 

priest and a man leading the guards talk a bit about whether the new arrivals are cult spies or not. 

 A young woman enters the chamber, "Father Vanderholt, you summoned me about some 

strangers."  Sindawe waves at her and loudly says, "Hello!"   She ignores the pirate.  Father 

Vanderholt answers, "Adara, check them out."  The young woman pulls out a wand and sets the 

pirates on fire with Burning Hands causing the crew to yelp and dance about.  The damage is slight, 

yet even so the pirates show remarkable restraint choosing to ask questions first - "Why did you do 

that?"  Eventually, it is established that this lot is at war with the Sun Temple worshipers, some of 

which are possessed and thereby impervious to fire.  Some, whom they call “breeders,” can still be 

harmed by fire; they are still capable of reproducing (apparently the fire resistant cultists are sterile). 

 The locals argue for a while before the old man declares the pirates (who still haven't 

introduced themselves as pirates) to be "free of the Sun Temple's taint".  Introductions are made:  the 

old man is Kegl VanderHolt, the young man leading the guards is Hunt Captain Theodan Rijne, and 

the woman is Elder Adara Smijnt (an older, yet still very attractive woman... a sorceress!).   

 The priest explains their history in a nutshell – “Our people showed up and settled here.  

The Mordant Spire elves attacked often.  After one particularly horrific raid, some of my people 

went to that hill to pray.  Something answered their prayers, giving life to the giant floating lens, 

which handily burns elf vessels.  Then the voice made demands:  religious rules, religious rituals, 



incest, and a litany of other items."  The pirates are unimpressed by these differences which seem to 

boil down to "we like things a certain way and damn those who don't agree with us." 

 Serpent asks about the crystal spire that the pirates encountered last week.  Father 

Vanderholt thinks about it and mentions reading in the memoirs of Saint Brendan that long deceased 

founders of his colony had seen said spire.  Some ventured into the structure and were rewarded 

with a Chalice and Plate made of similar material. 

 Wogan asks about the ship's safety in its current position.  The pirates are warned of 

giant crabs and other violent sea life; staying out of the water is key to avoiding them.  The ship 

should be safe from the lens.  Everyone agrees the lens draws its destructive power from the sun, but 

assure the pirates that their ship will probably be safe in the cliffs shadow. 

 Wogan then asks about the Black Bunyip.  The locals have not seen but do note that the 

lens made strange movements to the east six days ago.  Wogan asks about repair materials.  Ship 

grade wood is abundant in the jungle; readily usable wood is available on the beach.  Many vessels 

have died there over the years. 

 Wogan gets excited when the sniper walks in; his rifle is artistic, lethal, and alien in 

design.   The pair, slowly at first, begin showing off their firearms.  Turns out the sniper is using an 

Azlanti gun based on batteries and fluids rather than gunpowder.  The colonists have never even 

heard of gunpowder, as they haven’t had much but incidental contact with anyone for centuries. 

 A teenage boy (15 yrs old maybe?) enters the cave bunker quietly and hovers near Adara.  

He resembles the woman and is missing his right hand.  She warns him, "Stay away from them, son.  

They are probably dangerous."  He listens not at all and says, "I'll show them around."  The boy and 

his mother argue, then fall into negotiation.  He can show the newcomers around if he doesn't  stray 

more than a thousand feet from their village.   The young man's name is Narves; he lost his right 

hand to a giant crab (3' wide, as he indicates by spreading his arms). 



 

Ship Repairs 

 The pirates ask Narves more questions about the lens’ capabilities and its activity during 

the day and night.  Narves explains that the lens never ventures over the village because their 

silvered roofs reflect the lens’ beam back up and as a result the bad guys seem reluctant to task it 

directly over their village.  Night time is best for avoiding the lens, if you are careful to keep the 

noise down and the lights to a minimum. 

 The pirates assemble a crew for a nighttime raid on the beach for driftwood.  Bullseye 

lanterns, a longboat, crew, and lots of weapons are assembled.  Yes, at night the lens is less likely to 

see and/or burn you, but the chance for encountering giant crabs and other monsters is greater.   

 That night the pirates set out for the beach.  Sindawe orders, "Everyone get wood."  

Several pirates snicker and Dum-Dum cackles loudly, "He said 'WOOD'!"  Wogan tells them all, 

"Keep it down!"  More snickering results.  Olgvik, Tanned Hank, Dum-Dum, Narves, Sindawe, 

Pirro, Serpent, Hatshepsut, and Wogan spread out to find good lumber.  Most are more interested 

in avoiding giant crabs and finding random bits of treasures. 

 Some of the wrecks are burned; others were wrecked on rocks.  Bleached ribs of ships 

protrude from the bay. Narves says, "We call it Bone Cove because all of the ship skeleton's visible 

at low tide."  Sindawe locates a nice bit of ship that would be a good replacement for his ship's deck.   

Serpent finds a bronze helmet with a rope attached to it... nope, that's a hose and a diving helmet.  

Serpent speculates that it is hookah pipe but wonders at its long hose; Pirro comments with 

assurance that the long tube mellows out the smoke. 

 Wogan finds a tide pool, now empty, with a skeleton, possibly elven, lying in it.  He 

approaches to loot it and it sits up.  And bursts into flames, not in a "Oh, hey I hate fire!" way but 



instead a "Hey, I just naturally burn" way.  It attacks Wogan (2pts of claw damage and 4pts of fire).  

More burning skeletons (six in all) emerge from the wet sand.   

 Sindawe yells “Watch the kid!” to Tanned Hank and rushes to Wogan's side and shatters 

the Burning Skeleton to pieces... and is burned in the process.  Hatshepsut shatters another skeleton 

and is also burned.  Serpent does the same and is burned.  The skeletons attack and miss a lot, 

though even being near them is enough to scorch the pirates.  Wogan channels Positive Energy to 

destroy all of the remaining skeletons, which explode like sticks of dynamite and burn the nearby 

pirates.   Wogan expends a second Positive Energy burst to heal the wounded. 

 Tanned Hank and Narves poke out from the long boat to see if it is all over.  Wogan 

asks, "Was that a typical 'haunting'?"   

 "No!  That was a bit extreme for the beach but nothing compared to the jungles and 

ruins.  They are much worse." 

 The pirates pause to search the night sky for the lens.  They spot it a long distance off; 

it is probably not heading their way.  The pirates load up the diving equipment and row away with 

the lumber towed behind them.   

 Back at the ship the lumber is brought aboard and longboat stored away.  Wogan reclaims 

the orrery necklace they found on Nal-kashel from Serpent and studies the night sky.  He sees ley 

lines, which undoubtedly guide the floating lens thru its usual path.  The officers settle in for the 

night after double-checking the watches. 

 The next day the officers examine the ship's many wounds and listen to Tanned Hank's 

estimate:  repairs will take about a week.  They'll eat thru all of the recently acquired lumber.  And 

we still need sailcloth; lots of it. 

 Captain Sindawe issues orders about "shore leave", treating the locals nicely, and getting 

the ship repaired within the week.  The crew seem unimpressed by the situation and uninterested in 



the captain's orders.  Clearly they heard the captain say, "Do whatever you want as long as it is not 

rape/murder."  Sindawe shakes his head in frustration, then declares, "No shore leave, you miserable 

dogs.  Repair the ship.  If you bother the locals, it will go poorly for you."  Slasher Jim says 

something that Sindawe interprets as "Screw you!"   Sindawe beats Jim for a solid two minutes 

demonstrating how to slowly disassemble a human being.  His crew seems more bewildered than 

impressed by the beating. 

 

Next Day on Monster Island II - Trade and Repairs 

 The ship's quartermaster, Serpent, updates the ship's inventory and opens trade talks with 

the villagers.  The villagers have plenty of cash from the Azlanti ruins and the shipwrecks - Azlanti 

arts, random magics, and Azlanti artifacts, though they’re only looking to trade away those items 

that wouldn't be useful to a besieged people living on the edge of civilization.  In turn, the villagers 

are eager for mundane items readily available in civilized places: weapons, clothes, furniture, spices, 

etc...  It also turns out they are interested in magic and masterwork items, which the pirates also 

have in abundance.  A common problem faced by the ship's quartermaster is that most extraordinary 

items are worth more than any single pirate's share, thus said items cannot even be given out as 

shares.  

 Paul, the player, takes great delight in this portion of the game; he opens his Excel 

spreadsheet and begins tapping away at his keyboard.  He Sgt Bilko's his w\ay through the trades.   

 A number of the pirates, upon hearing that shares are up to 1300 gold pieces, are eager to 

buy many of the extraordinary items (at half cost).  The villagers steer clear of the big money and 

evil magic items (e.g. Dagger of Venom and +3 Punch Dagger) because they are purchasing for the 

community and/or dislike evil.  A particularly good Diplomacy roll nets the pirates a bonus 40% on 

the initial round of trades; the villagers have loads of gold and not much to spend it on.   



 1052.98 gp each is the share.  The captain gets double, the officers get 1.5 that amount.  

The crew is jubilant.  Whenever a local woman appears in cave/window overhead, they loudly 

proclaim, "Hey baby!  Came down!  I'll make it worth your while!" 

 Another round of trades takes place to divvy up and sell treasures acquired during several 

"PCs plus a few NPCs" side adventures.  This adds another 10,847 gp in shares to those individuals. 

 

A Hermit Might Have Azlanti Guns 

 Navres, having noticed Wogan's interest in the Azlanti firearm used by the sniper, sidles 

up to Wogan to say, "There's a hermit that lives pretty far out in the wild.  He collects a lot of 

Azlanti artifacts including guns."  Wogan replies, "Lefty, that sounds like the sort of guy I want to 

meet.  How does he survive out in the wilderness?"  Narves explains that the hermit is careful and 

has a mechanical man or "row-bot" in his service.  Hours later, Lefty and Wogan with Sindawe and 

Serpent in tow head into the jungle.  The hermit resides at the "old village" on the south island’s 

eastern edge. 

 When the village is out of sight Navres asks the pirates not to tell his mother about this 

venture; it is much further afield than he is allowed to go.  The officers agree.  Navres then warns, 

"Stay quiet; the Azlanti ghosts are everywhere."  A short time later the pirate officers see such a 

thing firsthand.  An Azlanti spectral figure crosses their path, turns, and notices the party.  Its head 

burst into flames and it shrieks very, very loudly.  And disappears.  The pirates are properly 

impressed; they hurry after Navres who is running down the path.   

 The pirates see other bizarre apparitions that are fearful and horrible, but do not bother 

the party.  That is until they are attacked by a gaunt quadruped with a gleaming, toothy maw.  It 

walks jerkily and rapidly forward like a Japanese horror movie. It uses its fearful visage to "slow" 

opponents and its gaze opens up slashing wounds, then it bites and claws.  It uses magic several 



times to 'wink' away from unfavorable situations and attack anew.  The pirates do a good job of 

hurting the creature; it 'winks' away one final time and does not return.  The pirates heal themselves, 

collect Navres, and head into a nearby ruin that the creature seemingly emerged from intent on 

killing the creature. 

 The building contains shelves and Azlanti books (metal disks of varying sizes).  A lone 

spectral Azlanti librarian goes about his job; the pirates stealthily pass the haunt in search of the 

quadruped.  They find no sign of their attacker, nor its den.  They leave the building just as 

stealthily; Sindawe grabs a few books at random.  The librarian near the entrance has disappeared 

leaving inhumanly stacked books behind. 

 

Cliff Hanger 

 The pirates, with Navres acting as a guide, find the old village.  They are peppering the 

boy with questions about the hermit, when they hear a crowd of people approaching.  Wisely, they 

choose to hide in a nearby hut.  Serpent is assigned to hide and keep watch at the hut's entrance.  A 

short while later the "crowd" enters the village.  There are five, maybe six bipeds of the mutant 

variety.  Each one has extra arms, extra mouths, and nothing is located in quite the correct position 

or in the correct proportion.  Each creature mumbles loudly in an alien tongue.   One brushes up 

against a hut's thatch, setting it afire. The pirates hunker down quietly in the hut and hope that 

they’ll pass by. 

 



Notes Page 

 Track Ship spell.   

 Captain Morgan Baumann's Black Bunyip.  

 Stacks of Azlant 

 Mordant Spire 

 Teeth of Araska 

 JJ the aquatic homunculus 

Objectives:   

 Capture the Black Bunyip and as many of her crew as possible. 

 Capture Captain Morgan Baumann for interrogation by Tommy.  Then kill her. 

 Locate the Andoran Sun Temple Colony 

 Small commemorative plaques for each deceased crewmen.  Mount permanently on the mast. 


